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Opportunity for transformation
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Global

Industry

Local 
Government

China National Sword: restricts import and reduces value of 24 categories of solid waste

Current National Waste Policy: Less waste, more 
resources under review

Directions paper and developing new Waste 
Strategy underpinned by landfill levy in 2019

LGAQ announces commitment to zero waste to 
landfill by 2035, based on Waste to Energy

Environment Ministers announce all packaging will 
be reusable, recyclable or compostable by 2025

Major recycling companies unable to sell to China

-> Container Refund Scheme Nov 18
-> $100m grant program

Councils experiencing increased cost pressures 
post China National Sword

SEQ Council of Mayors beginning to develop SEQ 
value from waste road map
Collaboration agreement between a number of 
councils

Post waste levy announcement, industry eager and 
ready to invest  
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LGAQ waste-to-energy study tour to Europe and 
America

Significant contracts to be renewed

 Alignment of interests and momentum for change



QTC’s role in waste
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 Our work to date
 QTC partnered with Department of Environment and Science 

(DES) to investigate economic opportunities in the Queensland 
waste industry.  
– Phase 1: examination of current and historical performance in 

Queensland and other jurisdictions, identifying key elements present in 
those that had high resource recovery rates

– Phase 2: identification of enablers required for Queensland to realise
economic benefits through improved resource recovery activities, with 
an implementation plan for next steps. 

 QTC will continue to support DES with: 
– Development of the Waste Strategy Implementation Plan and its 

execution:
> Data strategy
> Infrastructure and land use planning
> Procurement (Government leading by example)
> Priority area: food and agriculture
> Assessment of the implications of a Circular Economy model for 

Queensland
 QTC assisted COMSEQ develop the SEQ value from waste 

strategyFNQROC: Value in Waste
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 Waste generation in QLD is increasing whilst recovery rates remain static
Queensland waste generation and recovery
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2016 AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL WASTE REPORT QLD HISTORICAL WASTE GENERATION BY STREAM

QLD’s waste recovery rate 
of 48 per cent is the 
second lowest in Australia

In the period FY2008 to FY2017, QLD 
waste recovery has remained 
stagnant at an average of 44 per 
cent, despite increased waste 
generation



Key issues identified for local governments
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 Themes raised work done to date

• Lack of consistency and reliability of data 
collected with regards to categorisation, 
structure of reporting and quality of data

• Deficiencies in availability of detailed waste 
flow and infrastructure information

Data and technology 

• Limited resource recovery infrastructure
• Limited ability to recover organics  
• Some landfills are reaching capacity 

therefore costs of landfill rehabilitation must 
be considered

Infrastructure 

• Lack of secondary markets for recovered 
products to make investment worthwhile

• Limited sustainable procurement practices (eg, 
requirement to include recycled materials)

• Over-reliance on export markets

Market conditions

• Policy uncertainty, though soon to be 
addressed by the forthcoming waste strategy

• Lack of bipartisan consensus on key policy 
measures and objectives with waste

Policy consistency

• Impact of long-term contracts, which could 
limit flexibility and options for collaboration

• Ability to enhance or detract from market 
competition depending on who is contracted 
with – for the group as a whole

Contracts 

• Cost burden of increasing diversion, 
particularly as the cheapest option is to landfill

• Transport costs to be factored in
• For councils in the levy zone, no economic 

driver for MSW (105% rebate)

Cost pressures 
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FUTURE STATE: 
WHAT DOES 
SUCCESS LOOK 
LIKE?
 Opportunity for transformation

A move towards a future circular economy, 
where products and materials are kept 
circulating at their highest value for as long 
as possible through sharing, reuse, 
remanufacturing and recycling.
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 Economic opportunities

- Increased employment 
opportunities

- Economic expansion & 
investment

 Recycling & environmental 
benefits
- Reduced waste creation and 

increased waste diversion

- Reduced greenhouse emissions

- Less reliance on virgin materials

 Infrastructure planning
- State-wide planning, supported

by regional implementation 
plans

 Education
- Targeted communication

- Cohesive/ consistent education 
program

 Supportive policy &
harmonisation
- Comprehensive suite of waste 

management tools 

- Coordinated national approach

 Data and performance 
tracking
- High quality data, to enable 

informed decision making
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 Key enablers and what Local Government can influence and act on
How do we unlock the value?
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Enabler Influence and collaborate Direct action

Policy & legislative 

Governance & compliance 

Data and information sharing  

Partnering and collaboration 

Education  

Land use planning  

Market development 

Procurement  

Infrastructure planning  

Levy and Landfill Bans 

Product stewardship 
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SUMMARY
1) INFLUENCE: You have the unique ability to influence outcomes and unlock the value of 

waste for your region
2) COLLABORATION: Collaboration and co-ordination will be vital to realising this 

opportunity
3) MOMENTUM: With government, industry and the community aligned on the need to 

act, now is the time to seize this opportunity for transformation
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Short-term priorities Long-term priorities

 Collaboration to adopt sustainable procurement 
practices (eg, minimum mandated recycled 
content)

 Development of state-wide infrastructure 
planning for waste and resource recovery, with 
regional implementation plans

 Share and collaborate on new and existing 
education programs and resources

 Development of the data strategy 

 Advocacy role to the State for the finalisation of 
policy/legislation in a timely manner

 LG/ LGAQ to continue to influence and 
collaborate in areas such as policy development, 
funding programs, procurement and education. 



Disclaimer
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QTC has prepared this presentation for use solely by FNQROC participants.

The recipient shall not use the presentation for any purpose other than the purpose for which the presentation was expressly provided. The presentation 
contains confidential information. None of its contents may be provided or disclosed to any other party without QTC’s express written consent.

The information in this presentation is provided by QTC in good faith in relation to the information available at the time of its preparation and on the basis of 
information supplied to QTC by third parties. QTC has not independently verified the information supplied to it and accordingly does not represent that the 
information provided to QTC is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. QTC is under no obligation or duty to notify anyone if there is any 
change in any information or any new information or if it forms a different opinion at any time after the date of this presentation.

Neither QTC nor any of its employees or agents accepts any liability for any loss or damage suffered by any person as a result of that person or any other person 
placing any reliance on, or acting on the basis of, the contents of this presentation. To the extent permitted by law, QTC expressly excludes any representation or 
warranty in relation to the accuracy, currency and completeness of the presentation. To the extent permitted by law, QTC limits its liability to the amount of any 
fees paid to QTC for this presentation.

The recipient acknowledges that QTC is not a legal, tax or accounting advisor and that independent expert advice from practitioners in the relevant disciplines 
should be obtained on those matters before acting upon the information contained in this presentation.

© Queensland Treasury Corporation 2018.


